
Job Posting

Fall 2023 Software Developer Co-Op/Intern at Vidyard
https://boards.greenhouse.io/vidyard/jobs/4940414

Fall 2023 - Software Developer Co-Op/Intern

Vidyard is looking for incredible talent to join our engineering team and play a critical role as we
continue to build and improve our video platform. Our engineering team is composed of
generalists who strive to maintain both front and back end expertise. If you are a generalist, who
is looking to work on and own full features and make a significant impact during your fall co-op
term - we'd love to chat!

Past projects our co-ops have worked on include: revamping our video player interface,
developing new data integrations into other platforms, creating new user dashboards and tools,
and improving video recording tools. We encourage developers to tackle problems that align
with their skills and interests.

Please note:

● This job posting is for Fall 2023 (September 5th - December 15th) Software Developer
Co-Ops ONLY, for all other campus inquiries please send your information to
campusrecruitment@vidyard.com.

● This role is remote, however co-ops/interns must reside in and work from Canada for the
duration of their term.

● This posting will be open for applications until April 21st. Successful applicants will be
notified in May.

To be an effective team member, you will have experience with some of the following
technologies:
- Ruby on Rails, Node.js or other MVC web frameworks
- JavaScript, Vue.js, React, jQuery
- HTML, CSS
- MySQL or other relational databases
- Git & Github
- Redis or other NoSQL databases
- Automated testing with RSpec or similar
- Interacting with and building web APIs/services
- Amazon EC2 and Heroku
- PHP, Python or other scripting languages would be an asset

https://boards.greenhouse.io/vidyard/jobs/4940414


What does Vidyard do?
Vidyard is the video platform that helps businesses transform communications and succeed
through the strategic use of online video. Going beyond video hosting and management, we help
businesses connect with more viewers through interactive and personalized video experiences,
track detailed insights on their viewing audience, turn insights into results with enterprise
integrations, and prove the impact of their video programs.

Why do a Co-Op at Vidyard?
CHECK OUT THIS VIDEO FOR A MESSAGE FROM PAST CO-OP STUDENTS!

You have the opportunity to make an impact within your role by leading and contributing to
meaningful projects during your time here. Your team and the broader company are here to
support and assist you in your learning every step of the way. Not only that, but we set our
Co-ops up for success both during your term with us and for the future.

With many businesses moving to work from home, Vidyard's product is needed more than ever!
We are growing, moving at lightning speed and innovating so if that’s something that interests
you, we look forward to seeing you apply

Vidyard is an equal opportunity employer. Applicants who require reasonable accommodation to
complete the application and/or interview process should notify the Talent Acquisition Team.

References
Fall 2023 Software Developer Co-Op/Intern. (2023). Greenhouse.io.
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https://app.vyond.com/videos/02b9881e-afda-48db-92bd-9fcc7f437544


1 Queen St. N #301
Kitchener, ON, Canada
N2H 2G7

Cover Letter

Dear Hiring Manager,

I've always been a huge fan of videos, from indie short films to true crime documentaries. I
believe that videos have the power to captivate an audience in ways that words alone cannot.
This is why I am eager to apply for the Software Developer Co-op position at Vidyard to build
and improve the video platform.

As a third year computer science student at University of British Columbia, my experience with
languages such as Java, Javascript, and Python has prepared me to tackle complex software
projects with confidence. I'm also familiar with databases and APIs and have collaborated with
cross-functional teams on projects during hackathons.

In my previous experience as a physiotherapy assistant, I collaborated with doctors to come up
with a general course of treatment and created individualized treatment plans for patients. I was
also able to muti-task between various clinic duties by knowing how to prioritize my tasks
efficiently to ensure everything is completed within the allotted time to a high standard. My high
attention to detail has allowed me to foster a comfortable atmosphere for patients by
remembering and acting upon their needs every visit.

As a software developer, I understand the importance of attention to detail and multitasking, as
well as the need to collaborate with others to come up with the best solutions. I believe that the
skills I've developed as a physiotherapy assistant will transfer over seamlessly into the software
developer position at Vidyard. I'm excited to bring my unique perspective and experience to the
team and contribute to Vidyard's mission of using technology to empower businesses.

Thank you for considering my application. Please email me at sangita7dutta@gmail.com if you
have any further questions. I'm excited for the opportunity to collaborate with other talented
software developers at Vidyard.

Sincerely,
Sangita Dutta

mailto:sangita7dutta@gmail.com


Sangita Dutta
Phone: 000-000-0000

Email: sangita7dutta@gmail.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sangitaduttaa/

Objective: Co-op position as a software developer with a focus in front-end development

Education:
2022 – Present University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC

Bachelor of Computer Science

2017 – 2021 University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON
Bachelor of Honors Science in Medical Physiology, Biology

Employment
2022 – 2023 Piano Teacher, Beethoven At Home, Vancouver, BC

Instructed piano and musical theory to young students (age 4-12) in a
positive and engaging manner.

2021 – 2022 Physiotherapy Assistant, Markham Health Network, Markham, ON
Provided high quality physiotherapy care in a fast-paced, high volume
clinic by multi-tasking between multiple patient's intake, treatments,
managing appointments, and cleaning/ prepping treatment rooms for next
patients.

Technical Projects
2023 Vintage Vault

Created a clothing catalog application for keeping track of clothing items
received at a Thrift store. Can add, remove, view, and sort clothing items
in a catalog. Constructed using Java and utilized JUnit Testing, JSON, and
Event Logging.

Technical Skills
Programming Languages
Java, Javascript, Python, R

References Available Upon Request.
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Reference Request #1
111 Vancouver St
Vancouver, BC V0V 0V0

April 16th, 2023
Dr. Jonathan Eto
Chiropractor
Markham Health Network
5 Swan Lake Blvd #3,
Markham, ON L6E 0K7

Subject: Reference Letter Request

Dear Dr. Eto,

I hope this email finds you well. I am writing to request a reference letter as I begin the next
chapter of my career. As you know, my time working as a physiotherapy assistant at Markham
Health Network was incredibly valuable to me, and I believe that your guidance and mentorship
throughout my time at the clinic has helped me develop critical skills that I believe will be useful
in any future position I hold. I'm proud to have been part of the team and will always be grateful
for the knowledge and experience I gained during my time working with you.

I am currently applying for a software-developer co-op position at Vidyard. I would be grateful if
you could provide me with a reference letter that highlights my strengths around these main
points:

● My collaboration skills working with a multidisciplinary team at the clinic.
● My ability to prioritize patient needs based on urgency to effectively manage the flow of

the clinic.
● My ability to quickly learn and grasp new techniques.

If you have any questions or concerns, please don't hesitate to reach out to me. I would be happy
to provide any additional information you need for the reference letter.

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration. I appreciate everything you've done for
me, and I hope to stay in touch.

Sincerely,
Sangita



Reference Request #2
111 Vancouver St
Vancouver, BC V0V 0V0

April 16th, 2023
Dr. Steve Wolfman
CPSC 210 Instructor
University of British Columbia
Vancouver, BC V6T 1Z4

Subject: Reference Letter Request

Dear Dr. Woflman,

I hope this email finds you well. I am writing to request a reference letter as I begin the search
for a software-develop co-op position. I believe that your guidance and mentorship throughout
the term has helped me develop critical skills that I believe will be useful in any future position I
hold. I am very grateful for the knowledge and experience I gained during my time working with
you.

I am currently applying for a software-developer co-op position at Vidyard. I would be grateful if
you could provide me with a reference letter that highlights my strengths around these main
points:

● My interest and passion for programming as demonstrated through my term project.
● My ability to learn and grasp new programming concepts by reading documentations.
● My performance throughout the course CPSC210.

If you have any questions or concerns, please don't hesitate to reach out to me. I would be happy
to provide any additional information you need for the reference letter.

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration. I appreciate everything you've done for
me, and I hope to stay in touch.

Sincerely,
Sangita



Reference Request #3
111 Vancouver St
Vancouver, BC V0V 0V0

April 16th, 2023
Neal Bennett, President - Beethoven at Home
170-422 Richards Street
Vancouver, BC
V6B 2Z4

Subject: Reference Letter Request

Dear Neal,

I hope this email finds you well. I am writing to request a reference letter as I begin the next
chapter of my career. I believe that your guidance and mentorship throughout my time at
Beethoven at Home has helped me develop critical skills that I believe will be useful in any
future position I hold. I am very grateful for the knowledge and experience I gained during my
time working with you.

I am currently applying for a software-developer co-op position at Vidyard. I would be grateful if
you could provide me with a reference letter that highlights my strengths around these main
points:

● My ability to adapt and cater towards the different needs/learning styles of different
clients/students.

● My ability to work individually while adhering to company standards.
● My ability to plan and organize weekly lessons to make sure students are progressing

steadily.

If you have any questions or concerns, please don't hesitate to reach out to me. I would be happy
to provide any additional information you need for the reference letter.

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration. I appreciate everything you've done for
me, and I hope to stay in touch.

Sincerely,
Sangita




